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Material training is a method to endow materials with specific responses through a self-
organization process guided by external driving. We study the complexity of attainable responses,
as expressed in the number of sites that are simultaneously controlled. We find that with increased
complexity convergence to the desired response becomes very slow. The training error decays as
power-law with an exponent that varies continuously and vanishes at a critical threshold, marking
the limit of trainable responses. Since training aims at creating a low energy mode, we search for
the a signature of this transition in the density of states. As approaching the critical threshold there
is a proliferation of low frequency modes, that approach arbitrarily low frequencies near criticality.
This suggests that training fails due to these spurious competing low frequency modes. Our work
explains how the presence of an exotic critical point affects the convergence of training, and could
be relevant for understanding learning in physical systems.

Networks are a common representation of natural
and engineered systems that process high dimensional
set of inputs[1]. These include, natural and syn-
thetic neural networks[2–4] that perform computations
or store memories[5], regulatory networks[6] and more
recently, elastic and flow networks that encode complex
responses[7–11]. A central challenge in these system is
understanding the capacity of such networks, in terms
of the complexity of the responses that can be attained.
It is not surprising that as the difficulty of the response
is increased, the system fails to yield the desired behav-
ior. These limitation can be either attributed to the
capacity of the network itself or the algorithm by which
the parameters are adjusted[12].

In this paper we consider the capacity of mechani-
cal networks that are trained through sequences of ap-
plied strains. We build on recent work that demon-
strated that disordered networks, which model amor-
phous materials, can be trained with externally applied
fields[11, 13]. During the training phase the external
driving generates stresses which cause the network to re-
model its structure through plastic deformations. Over
a broad range of conditions the system ultimately con-
verges to the desired response. Training can be consid-
ered a learning process, where the material itself learns
without the use of a computer[14–17]. In contrast to de-
signed structures, this approach does not require fabri-
cation, nor manipulating directly the microscopic struc-
ture, and is therefore highly scalable.

We focus on the convergence of the response as a
function of the number of target sites that are simul-
taneously controlled. We find that a large number of
targets can be controlled simultaneously, though train-
ing becomes very sluggish. The training error decays
approximately as a power-law with an exponent that
varies continuously with the number of trained sites. At
a critical threshold the exponent appears to vanish in-
dicating a phase transition. Unlike conventional critical
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points, here, power-laws are observed over a broad range
of parameters. This scenario is reminiscent of the Grif-
fiths phase found in absorbing state transitions[18, 19]
in the presence of quenched disorder[20–24].

We also study the system size dependence of the ca-
pacity and the role of the network’s connectivity. It is
well known that the properties of elastic networks de-
pend on the coordination number, Z. Most notably,
rigidity requires a threshold coordination number[25–
28], Z ≥ Zc. We find that near the rigidity threshold,
where the networks are nearly isostatic, the capacity
grows in proportion to the system size, allowing to si-
multaneously control an extensive number of degrees of
freedom. For a fixed ratio of number of targets per
nodes the convergence exponent is nearly independent
of system size. There is, however, an overall time scale
that does grow with system size. For highly coordinated
networks the capacity is nearly extensive.

We conclude by searching for a signature of this tran-
sition in the energy landscape by measuring the den-
sity of states. We find a substantial increase in the
low frequency spectrum as complexity is increased. The
trained response can be associated with a single low
frequency mode that is separated from the remaining
of the spectrum[29]. Here, failure is accompanied with
a proliferation of low frequency modes that presumably
compete with the desired response. Our results indicate
that at criticality the density of states is non-vanishing
up to arbitrary small frequencies.

Model: We employ the model and training protocol
of Ref. [11], which is briefly summarized. We model
an amorphous material as a network of springs. The
force on each spring is given by ki (`i − `i,0), where `i
is the length of the bond, `i,0 the rest length and ki
is the spring constant. The networks are derived from
packing of repulsive spheres at zero temperature, by as-
signing nodes to the centers of the spheres and attaching
overlapping spheres with a bond. This ensemble is con-
venient since it allows to tune the coordination num-
ber easily through the imposed pressure[30]. The ex-
cess coordination number is denoted by ∆Z = Z−Zc =
2Nb
N −Zc, where Nb is the number of bonds, and N is the
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number of nodes and Zc = 2d for large systems[25–28].
Our goal it to train responses where a single input

strain at a source site yields a prescribed strain on NT
randomly chosen target sites, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Each source and target sites are pairs of nearby nodes
and the local strain is defined as the fractional change in
their distance. We denote that strain on the source and
target by εS and εT . For simplicity, the strain amplitude
on both the source and targets are chosen to be the
same, given by, εAge. The response of each of the target
sites is chosen with equal probability to be in or out
phase with respect to the strain on the source.

Training relies on the plastic deformation driven by
the internal forces. Plastic deformation may alter both
ki, and `i,0 [31]. Here, we consider only geometrical
changes to the structure through alterations to the rest
length. For simplicity, we assume that its change is pro-
portional to the force on the bond, which is essentially
the Maxwell model for viscoelasticity[32],

∂t`i,0 ∝ ki (`i − `i,0) . (1)

We focus on the quasistatic regime, which assumes that
the time to reach force balance can be neglected with
respect to the time scales associated with plasticity. In
simulations time is discritized in to small steps, where
at each step, we vary the strain, minimize the energy
to reach force balance, and then evolve the rest length
according to Eq. 1.

The response of an elastic network is dominated by
the softest direction in the energy landscape, and there-
fore we aim at sculpting an energy “valley” that couples
the input source site and an output target sites. The
steepness of the valley with respect to the stiffness along
the trained direction defines how closely the system fol-
lows the desired response [11].

To train a low energy valley we exploit the natural
propensity of plastic deformations to reduce the internal
stresses and the elastic energy. In our model, stresses are
reduced through the evolution of the rest lengths. Since
the stresses are a function of the imposed deformation
we can tune the strains at which the energy is reduced.
To reduce the energy along the desired response, defined
by εT (εS), we strain the system periodically along that
trajectory. Training therefore is performed by cyclically
straining the source and targets along the desired re-
sponse, while allowing plastic deformation sculpt the
energy landscape.

Small ∆Z: We begin by presenting our results near
the isostatic networks, where elasticity is anomalously
long ranged [33, 34]. The long range response to pinch-
ing a bond has been shown to be useful in coupling
distant sites during training [11] .

We characterize the convergence of the response by
measuring the error, δε, defined as the difference in ab-
solute value from the desired response. We average the
error over an entire cycle, where the strain is varied up
to εAge, and over the number of targets. Fig. 2(a) shows
δε/εAge as a function of the number of training cycles
for different number of target sites, NT , as conveniently

Figure 1. An example of a network with N = 500 nodes.
The source sites (green ) and target sites (red) are each a
pair of nodes, marked by a connecting line. The response
of the targets can either be in-phase or out-of-phase with
respect to the source, as indicated by the arrows.

indicated by ∆ ≡ NT
N . As ∆ increases the convergence

becomes slower and slower. At large times δε decays
approximately as a power-law,

δε ∝ τ−α. (2)

Fig. 2(c) shows that α depends on ∆; it decreases with
∆ and appears to vanish at a finite value of ∆ = ∆c.
Exploring the regime near ∆c is unavoidable difficult
due to the slow convergence rate.

We interpret the point ∆ = ∆c as a critical point
separating converging responses, from unattainable re-
sponses. This transition is unlike conventional con-
tinuous phase transitions where power-law scaling oc-
curs only at the critical point. Here, over the entire
range of ∆ < ∆c convergence scales as a power-law,
which implies extremely slow convergence. Assuming
we are satisfied with an error, δεm, the time required
scales as τ ∝ (δεm)

−1/α. Taking, α ∝ |∆−∆c|β≈1

yields a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann like law[35–37] τ ∝
eA|∆−∆c|−β , where A = −logεm. This is far slower than
the power-law divergence in conventional phase transi-
tions τ ∝ |∆−∆c|−θ.

We note that similar behavior has been observed in
another class of non-equilibrium phase transitions, that
separates a static absorbing phase from a chaotic phase.
The directed percolation class has the characteristics of
a critical transition with power-law scalings, however,
when quenched disordered is added the nature of the
transition changes and there is a regime where activity
decays as a power-law with a continuously varying expo-
nent [24] . The effect where disorder alters the pristine
transition is known as a Griffiths phase. The origin of
this behavior can be traced to a rare regions that have
an overwhelming contribution.

In our system, there is also a convergence to absorbing
states. Training reduces the energy along a prescribed
path until the energy vanishes. At that point, when
there are no longer any internal forces the system ceases
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to evolve, thus, reaching an absorbing state. However,
in contrast to the strong dependence of the error on ∆,
the decay of the elastic energy shown in 2(b) is nearly
independent of ∆ and is relatively quick, scaling ap-
proximately as τ−1. This suggests that regardless of ∆
the evolution of the networks slows down and ultimately
freezes.

Lastly, we remark, that similarly to the Griffiths
phase, disorder appears to plays an important role.
Here, there is a large sample to sample variation which
requires us to average over hundreds of realization in
order to observe the power-law scaling. This suggests
that disorder plays a crucial role.

Next, we consider the system size dependence. Fig
2(c) shows that the exponent α is very weakly depen-
dent on the value on the size of system. Since ∆c is
approximately constant, the number of sites that can be
simultaneously trained is extensive, proportional to N .
This is different than the sub-extensive scaling found in
tuning networks by bond removal and addition in Ref.
[10]. We note that some finite size behavior is observed
near the transition, as common in critical systems. Par-
ticularly, for smaller systems the error decays faster with
a slightly larger exponent.

Lastly, we note that there is an additional system
dependent time scale, which marks the crossover to the
power-law regime. We find that this time scale scales ap-
proximately as N≈0.6,implying that larger systems take
longer to train. We rationalize this time scale by noting
that training is only successful when the stiffness along
the training path falls below the remaining transverse
stiffnesses, which are defined by the frequencies of the
normal modes. The lowest frequency in the system on
average decreases with system size and therefore larger
systems require more training to further reduce the stiff-
ness along the trained path.

Large ∆Z: We next consider networks with higher
connectivity, where the elastic response is no longer
anomalously long ranged. This, we believe, is a bet-
ter representation of a generic disordered material. Un-
like the near isostatic networks, coupling distant sites
becomes difficult. The density of the targets defines a
length scale ξ∆ ∼ ∆−1/d. When ∆→ 0 sites are distant
and we expect training to fail. At intermediate value
of ∆, when ξ∆ is comparable to a microscopic elastic
length scale it was previously shown that training is
successful [11]. In that regime, distant sites are able to
couple through intermediate target sites.

Also here we measure δε as function of the number
of training cycles and fit it with power-laws. Fig. 2(d)
shows α as a function of ∆ for different system sizes.
Training is most successful at an intermediate value ∆,
marked by the maximum in α (∆). Near that maximum
the exponent is weakly dependent on system size. We
estimate ∆c (N) by extrapolating to the point where
α vanishes and find that it slight decreases. Over a
four fold increase in system size, ∆c changes only by
approximately %13. Thus, capacity is nearly extensive.
Despite this slight decrease of capacity with system size,
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Figure 2. Characterizing convergence as a function of the
number of targets per node, ∆ = NT /N . (a) The training
error as a function of the number of cycles. With increased
∆, convergence becomes very slow, decaying approximately
as a power-law. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye.
(b) The decrease in energy along the training path is weakly
dependent on NT . (c) The exponent α as a function of ∆
for small coordination number, ∆Z ≈ 0.03. α appears to
vanish at a critical threshold that is nearly independent of
N . (d) α as a function of ∆ for large coordination number,
∆Z ≈ 0.76. Here, ∆c, the value where α vanishes weakly
depends on N . In (a)(b) N = 500 ∆Z ≈ 0.03 .

the large ∆Z networks have a larger ∆c than of the small
∆Z networks.

Normal mode analysis: As noted, the response
depends on how the stiffness in the transverse directions
compare to the stiffness along the trained path. Since
the decay of energy in Fig. 2(b) weakly depends on
∆, this suggests that transverse stiffness becomes small.
Studying the high dimensional energy landscape is dif-
ficult task, and therefore we focus on the linear regime,
that is characterized by the density of states. To this
end, we compute the Hessian, H, defined by the matrix
of second derivatives, and diagonalize it to find its spec-
trum. Previously it was found, that training creates a
single low energy modes separated from the remaining
of the spectrum [29].

Prior to training there are very few modes below a
characteristic frequency, ω∗ ∝ ∆Z [30]. Fig. 3(a) shows
the evolution of the density of states for two values of
∆. For clarity, we exclude the lowest frequency mode
associated with the trained response. We observe two
behavior depending on the distance to ∆c. Near ∆c

there is an continual shift towards lower frequencies with
the number of cycles. Farther from ∆c the density of
states is nearly stationary after about ∼ 200 cycles. The
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probe the evolution of the density of states near the
transition we collapse the curves by rescaling the axes
with powers the number of cycles, τ . Fig. 3(b) shows
that shift to lower frequencies scales as approximately
τ−0.25, suggesting a continual shift to zero frequency.

Fig. 3(c) and (d) shows the density of states for dif-
ferent values of ∆ and at a fixed τ . In Fig. 3(c), D (ω)
is shown for networks with small ∆Z, while in Fig. 3(d)
with large ∆Z . In both case, as ∆ increases there is a
shift towards lower frequencies. The trend is suggestive
that asymptotically, at ∆c the density of states extends
to zero frequency, and it can be fitted by ω−1/2.

The enhanced low energy spectrum explains how
training fails. As noted, the response is governed by the
ratio of the stiffness along the trained direction and the
transverse stiffnesses. The frequency “gap” separating
the lowest frequency from the remaining of the spec-
trum is a measure of the difference between these two.
The proliferation of low frequency modes indicates that
there are many competing spurious modes. Therefore to
realize a given response one must train the system until
the stiffness along the valley falls below the stiffness of
all remaining modes. A similar scenario has been sug-
gested when a material is retrained over and over[29].

We consider the enhancement of the low frequency
spectrum as degradation. Since, the frequencies shift to
lower values there is an overall softening of the system,
and the trend near ∆c suggests that the system at long
times has a reduced rigidity. We therefore believe that
this transition could of interest in studying aging under
periodic drive (or material fatigue).

Conclusions: In summary, we have studied the ef-
fect of varying the complexity of the trained responses.
The most prominent behavior is that convergence be-
comes very slow with increasing difficulty, manifested
through power-law decay of the error. At a critical
threshold the exponent vanishes, implying that the con-
vergence time diverges with Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann
like law. At small ∆Z we find that the critical thresh-
old ∆c is independent of system size, implying that
responses with an extensive number of sites can be
trained. At larger connectivity the capacity appears
nearly extensive, with a weak system size dependence.

Its interesting to compare the transition we observe to
that of Ref. [10] that studied the capacity of networks
optimized for similar multi-target responses. There, the
main focus was the probability distribution of success-
fully realizing a given response with NT targets. Based
on its scaling, the transition was interpreted as a satisfi-
ability transition, similar to that found in Ref. [38–41].
Our study is different both in terms of the methods
(training vs. optimization) and in terms of conclusions.
The transition we find has different characteristics and is
reminiscent of the Griffths transition in absorbing state
problems. Furthermore, here the capacity appears ex-
tensive, while in Ref. [10] it is sub-extensive.

To characterize the transition we also explored the
energy landscape by measuring the density of states.
With increased difficulty, the density of states creeps
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Figure 3. Characterization of the density of states. (a) The
evolution of the density of states with the number of cycles.
For small ∆ the density of states ceases to evolve after τ ∼
200 cycles, while for larger ∆ it continuously shifts to lower
frequencies with additional training. (b) A collapse of the
density of states near the transition (∆ = 0.2), suggests that
the shift to lower frequencies scales as ωc ∝ τ−0.25. (c)
and (d) The density of state at a fixed number of cycles,
τ = 2 × 104 for different values of ∆. In (c) ∆Z ≈ 0.03,
while in (d) ∆Z ≈ 0.76. In both cases the shift to lower
frequencies grows with ∆. In (a), (b) ∆Z ≈ 0.03.

towards lower frequencies. Near the transition it ap-
pears that the low frequency modes reach arbitrarily
small frequencies with sufficient training. This is sug-
gestive, that the growing number of lower energy modes
compete with the desired response. The system cannot
distinguish between the trained response and the spuri-
ous low energy modes.

Our work demonstrates how an exotic critical point
affects training. The nearness to the critical point de-
fines a measure difficulty, and while, we have focused on
the number of targets, the difficulty of the trained re-
sponse could have other contributions, including, the
non-linearity of the response[42] or its strain ampli-
tude. With increased difficulty, there is also an in-
crease in degradation, marked by the enhanced low fre-
quency spectrum. This could affect robustness of the
response as well as the number of times the system can
be retrained[29]. It is interesting to ask how univer-
sal this type of transition is, and whether it applies to
other forms of training. In particular, since training is
intimately related to learning[14–17], perhaps a similar
transition occur in other learning algorithms.
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